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Abstract
In this paper we present a hypergraph grammar based multi-frontal solver for three dimensional
grids with point singularities. We show experimentally that the computational cost of the
resulting solver algorithm is linear with respect to the number of degrees of freedom. We also
propose a reutilization algorithm that enables to reuse LU factorizations over unreﬁned parts
of the mesh when new local reﬁnements are executed by the hypergraph grammar productions.
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1 Introduction
Adaptive grids are widely used in computational community [10, 3, 2], with strong theoretical
background developed [4] for h adaptive algorithms delivering algebraic convergence as well
as hp adaptive algorithms delivering exponential convergence rates of the numerical accuracy
with respect to the mesh size. Multi-frontal solver is the state of the art algorithm for solving
systems of linear equations generated by ﬁnite element computations [5, 6, 7].
The multi-frontal solver executed on a uniform computational grid delivers computational
cost of the order of O(N2) for three dimensional grids [5, 6, 7]. In this paper we show that
for a special class of grids, namely the adaptive grids, it is possible not only to reduce the
computational cost to the linear one in case of point singularities, but also to employ the
reutilization technique that will allow to keep this linear cost for the entire sequence of reﬁned
grids. We also show that for other kind of singularities, like edge singularity, this reduction of
computational cost leads down to O(N1.5).
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The usage of the graph grammars for modeling both the mesh reﬁnement process and
multi-frontal solver algorithm has been already proven for the case of CP-graph grammars in
the case of two dimensional tetrahedral and rectangular grids [14, 13, 15, 16], three dimensional
hexahedral grids [11, 12] and for multi-frontal solver algorithms [18, 19].
Hypergraphs and hypergraph grammar were originally introduced by [8, 9] and redeﬁned
for modeling of two dimensional mesh transformations [20].
The graph grammars allows for expressing the mesh generation and adaptation algorithms
as well as the solver algorithms by a sequence of simple tasks called the graph grammar pro-
ductions. Having such the sequence we can analyse the dependency relation between them
and possibly derive the parallel version of the solver algorithm. This however will be our fu-
ture work, and in this paper we focus just on expression of the sequential reutilization solver
algorithm by graph grammar producions.
In this paper we present a hypergraph grammar based multi-frontal solver dedicated for
three dimensional grids with hexahedral elements reﬁned towards point singularities.
Following the idea presented in [17], we also present how to introduce the reutilization
technique in the graph grammar model in order to reduce the computational cost of the solver
algorithm executed over a sequence of grids h reﬁned towards a point singularity.
2 Hypergraph grammar for modeling the multi-frontal di-
rect solver algorithm with the reutilization technique
The multi-frontal solver algorithm has been already expressed by means of CP-graph grammar
productions for the case of two dimensional rectangular elements [19] as well as three dimen-
sional tetrahedral elements [18]. In this paper we generalize these concepts to hypergraph
grammars.
We start with generation of a uniform eight elements mesh, which is expressed by production
(P init) as it is presented in Figure 1. In this example we assume that the left top corner of
the mesh constitutes the point singularity.
The ﬁrst graph grammar productions are responsible for generation of the frontal element
matrices. This is done by productions (P agreg init) responsible for generation of matrix
entries associated with interior node, (P agreg boundary) and (P agreg face) responsible
for generation of matrix entries associated with boundary and interior faces, (P agreg edge)
and (P agreg vertex) responsible for generation of matrix entries associated with element
edges and vertices. These graph grammar productions are illustrated in Figure 3.
Having the frontal matrix assembled, it is possible now to start elimination of the fully
assembled nodes. We can eliminate interior node, which is denoted by production (P elim int)
presented in Figure 4, we can also eliminate boundary faces, which is denoted by production
(P elim face) as well as boundary edges and vertices, compare productions (P elim edge)
and (P elim vertex) in Figure 4.
Having the adjacent elements frontal matrices with eliminated interior and boundary nodes,
we can now merge the frontal matrices into one matrix and eliminate full assembled nodes
from the common face. It is expressed by productions (P merge eliminate) illustrated in
Figure 5. This procedure of merging of frontal matrices and eliminating fully assembled nodes
located on common faces is repeated until all the nodes are eliminated in the mesh. For uniform
three dimensional grids the multi-frontal solver algorithm has computational cost of the order
of O(N2).
In the case of the mesh with point singularities, as the one presented in Figure 2 we can
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take advantage of the multi-level structure of the computational grid in the following way. We
start with the grid presented in Figure 1. We execute the multi-frontal solver algorithm for all
the elements, except the element located close to the point singularity.
We execute the graph grammar productions (P agreg init)- (P agreg boundary)- (P
agreg face) - (P agreg edge) - (P agreg vertex) creating the element frontal matrices
for all elements from the top level. Next, we execute productions (P elim int) - (P elim
boundary) - (P elim edge) - (P elim vertex) for all the elements from the top level.
Finally, we merge frontal matrices, by executing productions (P merge eliminate) as many
times as we end up with the interface of the top level with respect to the next level, as it is
presented in Figure 7. We store the Schur complement matrix associated with the interface.
At this point, we can aggregate the frontal matrix associated with the element close to the
point singularity, by executing productions (P agreg init)- (P agreg boundary)- (P agreg
face) - (P agreg edge) - (P agreg vertex). Next, we can merge the element frontal matrix
with the Schur complement matrix, by executing the new production bf (P merge with Schur).
We have a fully assembled matrix and we can solve the problem close the singularity.
If more accuracy of the solution is required, we can break the element close to the singularity,
by executing the production (P break singularity) presented in Figure 6, preserving the Schur
complement close to the broken element.
At this point, we can start solution of the problem over the newly reﬁned elements by
Figure 1: The hypergraph grammar derivation of grid with point singularity
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executing the following chain of productions: (P agreg init)- (P agreg boundary)- (P
agreg face) - (P agreg edge) - (P agreg vertex) generating the element frontal matrices
and productions (P elim int) - (P elim boundary) - (P elim edge) - (P elim vertex),
together with (P merge with Schur) reutilizing the Schur complement matrix for the interface
with other part of the mesh. In other words, we do not need to recompute the LU factorizations
over unreﬁned parts of the mesh.
The resulting elimination tree for the multi-frontal solver algorithm will have a structure as
it is presented on the left panel in Figure 8. The solver algorithm expressed by graph grammar
productions presented in the previous section actually computes the frontal matrix that contains
Schur complement of the level with respect to the interface.
When we reﬁne the central level of the mesh, we can reuse the Schur complement matrix,
and restart the solver just for the central, already reﬁned levels, as it is presented in the right
panel in Figure 8. In other words, when we solve the problem many times, over a sequence
of the grid h reﬁned towards point singularity, we can reuse all the LU factorizations already
computed in the previous step for the unreﬁned parts of the mesh.
The resulting computational cost in comparison to MUMPS state of the art solver [1] is
presented in Figure 9. The example depicts simple heat transfer problem over the cube shape
domain. To sum up, we show that for the reutilization algorithm, the cost of processing new
reﬁnements is constant.
Figure 2: The three dimensional mesh with point singularity
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3 Extension to more complex grids
Let us consider the mesh with mixed point and edge singularities, as presented in Figure 10.
Such the mesh can be obtained from h adaptive algorithm executed for the Fichera model
problem, where the internal corners and dirichlet boundary conditions generate singularities
along the three internal edges. In such the case the reutilization procedure is still possible
however it is necessary to construct layers along all the three edges, and the size of the layers is
actually growing, since the reﬁnements are also generated in the directions perpendicular to the
edges. In such the case we recover the O(N1.5) computational complexity of the reutilization
algorithm, compare Figure 11.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we presented the hypergraph grammar model for the multi-frontal direct solver
executed over three dimensional computational grids reﬁned towards the point singularities.
We showed how to implement the reutilization technique within the graph grammar model in
order to signiﬁcantly reduce the computational cost of the multi-frontal solver algorithm. The
Figure 3: The productions for assembly of element frontal matrix
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paper was summarized by the numerical experiments concerning the reutilization technique for
the heat transfer problem over the model cube domain h reﬁned towards point singularity.
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